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Abstract. Most Decision Support Systems (DSS) are tailored towards specific domains and use relevant information for certain
types of decisions. In today’s interconnected world, enriching DSS with external data about events such as financial crises and
climate change can improve the decision-making process. One method to build DSS tools that leverage such cross-domain
information is to look at the summary of these events as expressed through statistical data. Following the RDF Data Cube
(QB) standard there was an increase in the publication of such data and related visualizations, but less effort was dedicated to
integrating visualizations into analytical platforms to answer complex questions. After reviewing the relevant work in the field of
Linked Data Visualization, this paper describes: (i) a methodology to integrate cross-domain statistical data sources by applying
selected QB principles (observations and slicing, for example) to a visual dashboard; (ii) a set of visualization scenarios for
cross-domain datasets from multiple sources including Eurostat and the World Bank; and (iii) a dashboard prototype developed
following these principles and scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Most Decision Support Systems (DSS) in use today
are tailored towards specific domains and use relevant
information for certain types of decisions needed in
that domain. In today’s interconnected world this is not
enough, as external events such as financial crises or
climate change (mainly through its consequences: hur-
ricanes, ice meltdown, drought, rising temperatures,
and so on) can make such domain specific systems age
faster than they should. Building full fledged monitor-
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ing systems into any DSS is a good method through
which we can address some of the mentioned prob-
lems, but unfortunately one that is currently expensive
and out-of-reach for most research groups and compa-
nies. One method to build DSS tools that leverage such
cross-domain information is to look at the summary of
these events as expressed through statistical data. In-
deed such an operation would help significantly im-
prove current systems while also offering as additional
benefit the possibility to answer complex questions
that would require cross-domain data (economics, sus-
tainability, tourism, for example). Some examples of
complex questions that a DSS user might want to ad-
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dress: Do financial crises have any effect on the tourist
behavior? Do temperature increases in continental Eu-
rope change tourist behavior? Can the failure of some
specific stocks predict a financial crisis?

Statistical data sources from multiple domains are
increasingly available as linked data following the pub-
lication of the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (QB) 1. Vi-
sualization seems to be the de facto method for mak-
ing sense of Linked Data (LD), and various approaches
have been developed for navigating the data deluge
(including for statistical LD), but less effort was dedi-
cated to integrating visualizations into analytical plat-
forms for answering complex questions, similar to the
ones we have shown earlier. Fox and Hendler [14] ar-
gue that integration and reusability are the most impor-
tant aspects on which visualization designers need to
focus for succesfully controlling the current data del-
uge through visualizations.

This paper describes a methodology to integrate
cross-domain statistical data sources by applying se-
lected QB principles (observations and slicing, for ex-
ample) to a Multiple Coordinated Views (MCV) dash-
board. A tourism use case for cross-domain datasets
from multiple sources including Eurostat and the
World Bank is presented, and we discuss specific types
of tasks that a visual dashboard helps to address.

The main contribution of the paper is threefold:

– a workflow and a set of visualization principles to
be used for visualizing datasets in the RDF Data
Cube vocabulary (Section 4);

– a collection of visualization scenarios that are
useful when visualizing cross-domain data (Sec-
tion 5);

– and a dashboard developed following these prin-
ciples and scenarios. (Section 6).

The paper is organized as follows: the next Sec-
tion offers a brief introduction to the QB vocabulary
and a brief problem statement; Section 3 describes the
current state-of-the-art in Semantic DSS and statisti-
cal LD Visualization; Section 4 describes the workflow
and principles we have used to visualize statistical LD
using different visual metaphors; Section 5 describes
our tourism use case: the typical tasks that such a sys-
tem needs to implement; Section 6 describes the de-
sign, implementation, and usage of a dashboard that
meets the requirements of our use case; Section 7 con-
tains the summary and conclusions.

1http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/

2. Background and Problem Statement

2.1. Background - RDF Data Cube Vocabulary

The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary is the current stan-
dard for publishing statistical data, and is a W3C Rec-
ommendation supported by industry and academia.
QB has already gained acceptance by the commu-
nity judging from the increasing number of statistical
datasets published by using this vocabulary 2. A fur-
ther advantage of QB is that it is based on a cube model
that is compatible with the SDMX standard (Statistical
Data and Metadata Exchange) and designed to be gen-
eral so that it enables the publishing of different types
of multidimensional datasets.

The basic building blocks of the cube model are
measures, dimensions and attributes, collectively re-
ferred to as components, and have the following roles:

– Measure components describe the things or phe-
nomena that are observed or measured, for exam-
ple, indicators such as height, weight or, in our
tourism context, arrivals, bednights or capacity.

– Dimension components specify the variables that
are important when defining an individual obser-
vation for a measurement. Examples of dimen-
sions include time and space.

– Attributes help interpret the measured values by
specifying the units of measurement, but also ad-
ditional metadata such as the status of the obser-
vation (e.g., estimated, provisional).

Observations are the unit elements in a dataset and
they represent a concrete measurement value for a set
of concrete dimension values. They correspond to a
value in a statistical database. When the value of a
dimension is the same in a large number of observa-
tions (for example, the geographic location) it is con-
venient to group these into a slice. A dataset that con-
tains observations grouped into slices across dimen-
sions constitutes a cube. Each dataset is described by
a Data Structure Document (DSD) that contains all the
namespaces and components needed by that dataset.

2.2. Problem statement

Today’s interconnected world exposes us all the
time to various instabilities of nonperiodic flows sim-

2see for example the datasets listed at http://wiki.planet-
data.eu/web/Datasets and the use cases described in
http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/NOTE-vocab-data-cube-use-cases-
20130801/
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ilar to those described by Lorenz [35] and his peers
(small changes of amplitudes lead to instabilities). If
we are to design a DSS for domains that involve people
(finance, tourism or culture, for example), we need to
take into account the migration of people or their finan-
cial needs. This calls for the need to understand various
financial and cultural profiles, because a person who
grew up in such diverse places as Bucharest, Tallin, Vi-
enna and London, might have a different set of aspira-
tions and lifestyle than a person who lived all her life
in Berlin. Such problems are easier to look at through
the lens of statistics. In fact an immediate method to
reduce the complexity derived from such phenomena
is to use large collections of statistical data like those
provided by the World Bank or Eurostat, which are
now increasingly available as LD. These collections
will help us to understand the macro perspectives, and
can later be used to explain more complex phenomena.

By splitting the statistical data into cubes with maxi-
mum 3 dimensions, the QB vocabulary offers a simple
structure that can be exploited to build this macro per-
spective, as this structure is shared by all datasets. Per-
forming ontology alignment between any QB datasets
is a problem that is usually complicated by several
variables (lack of DSDs, failure of the SPARQL end-
point, mistakes in the data or DSD, the fact that QB
is more like a guideline and the actual implementa-
tions can sometimes go in different directions, and so
on). Also, if we really want to understand these macro
trends, gathering the data will not suffice, therefore
we will need to use visual methods to help during the
decision-making process. This complicates the prob-
lem even further, as most visualizations are built for
simple use cases. What if we want to display multiple
coordinated visualizations built from a single query?
Or what if we want to show both data analysis and vi-
sualizations in a single screen? Building visualizations
is a time-consuming process, therefore we might want
to reuse some of them. This leads to other challenges.
What are the best design patterns for implementing
reusable visualizations? Do existing interaction pat-
terns from our visualizations need to be adapted for
new datasets? Such questions lead us to the main prob-
lem we are interested in: What are the principles,
workflow and implementation design patterns that we
need to follow in order to build a visual DSS that ex-
ploits cross-domain information?

3. Related Work

As described in [1], Semantic Web (and Linked
Data, by extension) and DSS can be viewed as appli-
cation areas of Artifical Intelligence (AI), and in many
cases the result of research in such an applied field is
a system. However, if AI systems are to be effective,
they need to use a variety of technologies in order to
deliver their best results. In Semantic Web, for exam-
ple, there is an increased wave of hybridization with
Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learn-
ing (ML), and Information Retrieval (IR), even the
most popular systems like Watson subscribing to this
trend [29,53]. Another possibility is to use Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) techniques like visualiza-
tion to navigate the data flow.

3.1. Decision Support Systems

Semantic DSS. A survey of Semantic DSS is pre-
sented in [1]. Along with an overview of the systems,
it presents a set of interviews with various research and
industry partners. It identifies two main challenges for
future Semantic DSS: a) the lack of flexible integration
of information (most system do not integrate text, data
and visualization well) and b) numerous issues related
to the data analysis (cleaning, querying, aggregation,
abstraction, etc) and scalability.

Tourism DSS. Our use case comes from the tourism
domain, therefore we consider that taking a closer look
at Tourism DSS is important. They have been imple-
mented in various areas such as destination recommen-
dation systems. Examples of previous research include
studies about case-based travel recommendations [42],
travel decision styles and destination recommenda-
tions [56], and creating adaptive recommender systems
using neural networks [38]. Some well-known destina-
tion recommendation systems include DieToRecs [43],
TourBO [15] and MobyRek [44]. Today travel recom-
mendation systems are directed towards the consumer
(i.e., the individual tourists) rather than the tourism
managers therefore focusing on different content (i.e.,
destinations, touristic offers, events). BASTIS3 and
PATA (Pacific Asian Travel Association) mpower4 in-
tegrate various types of data in one system, but unfor-
tunately they come with pre-packaged visualizations
that lack interactivity, and most of the data is hard-
coded. The TourMIS [55] interface already supports

3http://bastis-tourism.info/
4http://mpower.pata.org/
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a variety of decisions which would help Destination
Marketing Organizations (DMO) to take appropriate
actions (trends; performance indicators for cities); but
it does not have cross-domain decision-making capa-
bilities. Our work starts with the TourMIS data, as it
will be seen in a later section of this paper (Section 6).

From the above we conclude that (1) the majority of
tourism DSS are aimed at tourists rather than tourism
managers; (2) while some tourism DSS systems aimed
at managers include data from multiple data sources,
this data is integrated in a hard-coded manner. We
therefore see an important market niche for a new
type of touristic dashboard targeted at managers and
decision-makers, especially if we consider the ability
to interactively integrate and visualize cross-domain
data.

3.2. Linked Data Visualization

When it comes to LD visualization, we can distin-
guish two large domains: ontology visualization (TBox
visualizations) and instance data visualizations (ABox
visualizations) (in fact the visualization of the in-
stances and the relations between them). Systems that
offer both are also possible.

Ontology visualization. We consider the following
surveys to offer a clear perspective on the evolution of
the subject: a book and a survey about visualization in
the early days of Semantic Web [17,33]; a survey of
the role of ontologies in building user interfaces [40]
and a more recent review focused on OWL visualiza-
tions [12]. The paper by Dudas [12] goes beyond a
simple review, and not only examines the types of tasks
needed in an ontology visualization system, but also
analyzes how these tasks are supported in the current
systems, and proposes an Ontology Visualization Rec-
ommender tool. While not included in these surveys,
RDF based languages that allow us to visualize data or
ontologies or both are now being used to visualize on-
tologies. RDFS/OWL Visualization Language (RVL)
[41] was designed to create simple mappings between
RDFS/OWL and D3.js [2] visualizations. It is a declar-
ative language that allows creating visualizations from
both the TBox and the ABox of a dataset. Another de-
velopment is a visual language called VOWL2 [34]
geared towards helping users visualize ontologies.

Instance data visualization. The landscape of in-
stance data visualization is complex and contains many
different types of visualization tools, as often LD is
seen as just another type of data by the visualization
designers. An early survey of the LD visualization

techniques that predates the release of the RDF Data
Cube Vocabulary can be found in Dadzie and Rowe’s
paper [9]. The survey presents the first coherent set
of principles for visualizing LD, and proceeds to split
the tools in two groups: text-based and LD browsers
that offer visualization options. A survey of LD explo-
ration systems [37] starts with a list of "exploratory
search task characteristics" and links them to the fea-
tures already implemented in LD browsers. The sur-
vey identifies three types of LD exploration systems: a)
LD browsers; b) LD Recommenders; and c) LD based
exploratory search systems. It then goes on to offer a
systems timeline and a good summary of the best sys-
tems together with a comprehensive list of their IR and
HCI features. Similar to the case of ontology visual-
ization, there is also the possibility to use declarative
LD for creating LD instance data visualizations, with
RVL [41].

Since current LD systems tend to deliver data in all
formats through their REST APIs, as we will see in the
next subsection, we think there is a need to expand the
principles of LD visualization towards particular types
of datasets, as visualizations need to take into account
the underlyining data structures.

3.3. Statistical Linked Data Visualization

Statistical LD visualization is a particular case of in-
stance data visualization. Focusing on this type of vi-
sualizations, we can identify three large groups of Sta-
tistical LD Visualizations:

– tools and packages that offer basic LD visualiza-
tions (tables, charts, maps) of QB datasets, with
or without aggregations;

– complex tools that integrate several visualiza-
tions into dashboards using Multiple Coordinated
Views (MCV);

– LD platforms that might contain visualizations

Basic visualizations and aggregations. The LOD2
project developed a Statistical Workbench that in-
cludes several components and reflects various phases
of the statistical LOD consumption cycle, for exam-
ple triplification (through CSV2DataCube), validation
(through RDF Data Cube Validation tool) and visu-
alization (with CubeViz)[13,48]). CubeViz [48] is an
RDF Data Cube Browser which can be used to query
both resources and observations from QB datasets,
and display the results in the form of several classic
chart types. The OpenCube toolkit offers another take
on the statistical LOD lifecycle idea [28]. It includes
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components for ETL (Grafter framework), a tool for
data conversion (TARQL adaptation) and D2RQ ex-
tensions for publishing data cubes. For consuming the
data they offer several tools: OpenCube Browser for
table-based views, an R package for statistical anal-
ysis, a widget for slicing the data cubes, a catalogue
management component and tool for interactive map-
based visualizations of geographical data. As it can be
seen, while the collection of use cases and tools from
OpenCube is impressive, they are not integrated into a
single package. While not necessarily a visualization
tool, Vital [10] uses visualizations to help in the anal-
ysis and debuggging process for QB datasets publica-
tion. The automated Visualization Wizard described in
[39] offers support for vocabulary mappings, consid-
ers the possible combinations of dimensions and mea-
sures for RDF Data Cubes, and offers a choice between
several visualization packages (D3.js [2] and Google
Charts). Another paper related to the same project [25]
presents the Linked Data Query Wizard, a table-based
approach to selecting query results from QB datasets,
and uses classic chart types or mind maps to visualize
the results. Ba-Lam Do [11] developed a visualization
pipeline focused on creating Linked Widgets like lines,
bars, pies, and especially maps, from QB datasets. He
also identified two main problems for statistical LD vi-
sualizations: a) the challenge of analyzing and align-
ing multiple datasets due to the fact that most publish-
ers use the QB vocabulary as a guideline and almost
always come up with some changes to it; b) the chal-
lenge of creating tools for consuming statistical LD.

Dashboards built using Multiple Coordinated
Views. All the visualization papers related to OLAP
and data cubes could be included as related work here,
but we chose to focuse more on the papers that present
QB visualizations, or at least visualizations based on
the Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX)
format, since this data can be represented as a Linked
Data Cube. SDMX is the ISO standard format for sta-
tistical data representation currently used by large in-
stitution (IMF, the World Bank, Eurostat, and others).
An early example of a geovisual analytics tool for re-
gional data is the one built for visualizing OECD data
by Jern and his team [27]. This example does not uses
QB data as it was produced before the QB standard
came out (2009), but the SDMX standard on which
QB is based, and the visualizations from this dash-
board (cloropleth map, scatter chart and parallel co-
ordinates) are quite similar to the ones found in mod-
ern frameworks based on d3.js. Another example of
LD visualization based on SDMX data is Hienert’s

dashboard [24], which allows you to add multiple vi-
sualizations on the same screen. Recently, the focus
has moved towards QB visualizations. One of the first
examples [45], is a follow up to the work described
in [39] and [25], and it allows brushing over multi-
ple coordinated visualizations. Sabol’s paper analyzes
two scenarios (search and analysis over LOD, analy-
sis of scientifc publications), describes the workflow
used to implement them, and the resulting visualiza-
tions in the extensions of the Visualization Wizard
tool. Another tool that can be included in this category
is LOD/VizSuite [52], but it only allows us to gener-
ate graph-based visualizations. Directly related to our
use cases, the work of Benedikt Kämpgen and Andreas
Harth, is focused on interogating multiple QB datasets
via the OLAP4LD framework in [30] and [31]. Our
own tool belongs to this category, and is based on the
design philosophy presented in [49]. What makes our
tool unique to the best of our knowledge, is the fact
that it addresses well some of the challenges identified
in the Semantic DSS study [1], as it will be seen in the
following sections.

Linked Data Platforms 5. The idea behind LDPs
(Linked Data Platforms) is to deliver the data in var-
ious formats using REST APIs. Some platforms also
allow to build full-featured interfaces that cand con-
tain maps or pictures, typically using templating so-
lutions like Velocity6. Elda7, Carbon LDP8, Apache
Marmotta9, Graphity10, LDP4j [19] and Virtuoso11 are
several exponents of this trend. Many applications de-
veloped using following the LDP best practices12, do
include maps or other types of visualizations, as it can
be seen from the following examples: Bathing Water
Quality13 or Ordnance Survey14, both built with Elda.
Another reason to include them as a separate type of
visualization is the fact that many of these platforms
are in fact used to publish QB datasets.

Some tools, while not directly related to QB datasets,
might be useful when working with statistical data on

5http://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/
6http://velocity.apache.org/
7http://www.epimorphics.com/web/tools/elda.html
8https://carbonldp.com/
9http://marmotta.apache.org/
10https://github.com/Graphity/graphity-client
11http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
12https://dvcs.w3.org/hg/ldpwg/raw-file/default/ldp-bp/ldp-

bp.html
13http://www.epimorphics.com/web/projects/bathing-water-

quality
14http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/
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the web [26] presents a tool which allows visualizing
provenance information, while [36] describes a tool for
generating and viewing extended VoID descriptions of
RDF datasets.

Most of today’s visualization workflows are geared
towards creating simple charts, and little effort (ex-
cept for the MVC dashboards) is dedicated to complex
analytic solutions that can answer the types of ques-
tions we are interested in. Without synchonizing multi-
ple visualizations with the underlining data, and with-
out combining multiple datasets, we think that it will
be very hard if not impossible, to clearly present, in a
clean user interface, complex use cases like those de-
scribed in Kämpgen and Harth’s work or at the begin-
ning of this article.

4. Statistical Linked Data Visualization Principles

A number of formal models have appeared for de-
scribing LD visualization workflows. Typically, these
models have been closely associated with prototypi-
cal implementations. Brunetti’s [3] Linked Data Vi-
sualization Model (LVDM) is an extension of Chi’s
data state reference model [8] and consists of a se-
ries of transformation stages built on top of RDF and
non-RDF data: a) data transformation; b) visualiza-
tion transformation; c)visual mapping transformation.
Helmich [23] uses Brunetti’s model as implemented
in Payola for visualizing the Czech LOD Cloud. De
Vocht’s [52] Visual Exploration Workflow is a pipeline
and executable model for visualizing graphs that con-
tains four types of views: a) overview groups, b) de-
tailed groups referred to as narrowing views; c) coor-
dinated views; and d) broadening views. Ba-Lam Do’s
Linked Widgets mashup platform is another example
of a good visualization model. All these models and
workflows resonate well with Schneiderman’s Visual
Information Seeking Mantra: Overview first, zoom and
filter, then details-on-demand[50]. Shneiderman’s tax-
onomy actually goes beyond this mantra and contains
additional tasks: relate, history and extracts, as well as
several specific visualization types. After almost two
decades, this taxonomy is still one of the most popular
for explaining the visualization process.

An extension of the task types taxonomy for interac-
tive dynamic analysis can be found in Heer and Shnei-
derman [22]. The updated taxonomy contains twelve
types of tasks split into three groups. Data and view
specification (visualize, filter, sort, derive) tasks for
exploring large datasets tend to focus on the selec-

tion of visual encodings rather than the actual visu-
alization. For highlighting and coordinating interest-
ing items, there is a category for view manipulation
(select, navigate, coordinate, organize), which repre-
sents the core tasks in the original Information Seek-
ing Mantra. Since today’s visualizations are typically
related to multiple datasets or articles, the last category
of tasks is related to process and provenance (record,
annotate, share, guide).

A list of the quantitative visualization types can also
be found in [50], while a recent update can be found
in Jeffrey Heer’s visualization zoo [21]. An extensive
treatment of the various reusable quantitative visual-
izations can be found in [54]. The book presents a
grammar of graphics that allow us to build any 2D sci-
entific visualization from a set of simple primitives like
points, lines, scales or shapes. Recent visualization li-
braries built on top of D3 like like ggD3 15, Vega16 or
NVD317 are following this philosophy.

Before explaining how to design visualizations fol-
lowing QB principles, we explain the workflow of sta-
tistical LD visualizations, as well as the tasks or visual
metaphors involved.

4.1. Method and Workflow

Similarly to many other products visualizations are
being created, used and replaced as part of a sequence
of processes, often iterative in nature. This requires de-
velopers and users to follow a certain workflow. Since
state-of-the-art systems put increased emphasis on au-
tomation and reuse, such a lifecycle can be expressed
through a series of visualization pipelines ([11]; [28]).
The abundance of different methodologies complicates
the possibility to reuse existing statistical LD visual-
ization workflows.

Building on best-practice examples reported in the
literature, we propose a workflow that follows the logi-
cal sequence of developing statistical LD applications.
We have closely followed this sequence when imple-
menting the dashboard described in Section 6:

– Requirements - Application scenarios need to be
well-understood to produce a good visualization.
A scenario description should include the motiva-
tion and research questions to be explored, exam-
ple data sources, and the type of visualizations ap-

15http://benjh33.github.io/ggd3/
16http://trifacta.github.io/vega/
17http://nvd3.org/
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propriate to address the research questions. Spe-
cial emphasis should be placed on visualization
linking and the context of an application at an
early stage.

– Discovery and selection of indicators - Running
a sequence of SPARQL queries can yield an abun-
dance of data, but to create real value the var-
ious dimensions of the datasets under consider-
ation need to be analyzed, augmented or aggre-
gated in order to fit particular visualization sce-
narios.

– Ontology alignment - There are a number of
important steps that need to be taken into ac-
count when performing ontology alignment be-
tween QB datasets: broken or missing DSDs, fail-
ure of SPARQL endpoints, broken dumps. All
these have to be included into alignment queries
or scripts.

– Indicator storage and retrieval - Storage ad-
dresses the problem of failing SPARQL end-
points, and using effective indexing strategies in
conjunction with established platforms such as
ElasticSearch, Lucence or Sindice are essential
when building IR applications.

– Transformation - This includes the specification
of data wranglers [32] (scripts that transform data
into formats suited for particular visualizations),
queries or aggregations. Data items that are al-
ready indexed using a search server do not require
data wrangling scripts, as the indexer already per-
forms this mapping function. The transformation
step can be seen as a first part of Heer and Shnei-
derman’s data and view specification (filter, de-
rive), even though derive tasks can also appear in
subsequent steps [22].

– Visualization - Basic visualizations such as line
charts, bar charts or pie charts tend to be reusable
components. The focus on reusability resulted in
visualization grammars, which can be considered
the second part of Heer and Shneiderman’s data
and view specification (visualize, sort) [22].

– Interaction - An interaction layer (selections,
zoom, pan, transitions, synchronization) is usu-
ally built on top of the visualization layer. This
level corresponds to Heer and Shneiderman’s
view manipulation [22].

– Reuse or Adapt - Reuse can happen on multi-
ple levels, from the indicators or indexes to spe-
cific charts or the entire platform. Reuse should
be an integral part of the design process, parts of it

corresponding to process and provenance in Heer
and Shneiderman’s taxonomy [22].

Any workflow for visualizing statistical LD includes
both LD tasks (selection of indicators, ontology align-
ment, etc.) and visualization tasks (data wrangling, in-
teraction, etc.). Due to the increased specialization of
certain layers - e.g., alignment or interaction, visual-
izations represent collaborative processes. While visu-
alization taxonomies are often straightforward to adapt
to specific workflows, the LD processing differs from
case to case, as statistical LD is still in the early stages
of development.

4.2. Applying RDF Data Cube Principles

This section applies the following principles based
on the RDF Data Cube design to the visualization of
statistical LD: (i) Use of multiple coordinated views
for linked visualizations, (ii) integration of data anal-
ysis and visualizations processes, (iii) visualization of
slices instead of datasets, (iv) switching the fixed di-
mensions for slices with multiple fixed dimensions, (v)
highlighting particular observations, and (vi) extract-
ing and sharing visual knowledge. These principles do
not modify those presented by Dadzie and Rowe [9],
but rather extend them in the context of visualizing sta-
tistical LD.

The following list presents the principles we have
followed when visualizing statistical LD.

– Linked views for Statistical LD - LD visualiza-
tions should reflect the linked nature of the data
and support switching from one visualization to
another when navigating the underlying datasets,
or at the very least reflect changes across several
visualizations on a single screen using multiple
coordinated view technology. We call this princi-
ple the Linked Visualizations for Linked Data
principle, and encourage it regardless of the na-
ture of the linked datasets to be visualized. Linked
visualizations are an obvious choice for statistical
LD as statisticians tend to use multiple graphics
to understand statistical phenomena.

– Integration of data analysis and visualizations
- Since statistics GUIs like R also tend to integrate
code, data and visualizations, we also recommend
to integrate the data analysis and the visualiza-
tion taks. Code should not be integrated, except if
the GUI is dedicated to programmers. Supporting
views that do not necessarily contain visualiza-
tions while displaying slices of datasets is a good
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way to apply this principle - e.g., a list of top cus-
tomers can be arranged after certain criteria, or a
table to display the results of a statistical test.

– Visualize slices instead datasets - When visual-
izing particular datasets, one needs to take into
account their structural characteristics. Since sta-
tistical LD datasets will rarely (if ever) be visual-
ized in their entirety, systems require the ability to
visualize slices. The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary
identifies the dataset itself (qb:dataset), its struc-
ture (qb:structure) and dimensions (qb:dimension),
as well as the actual measures (qb:measure) and
observations (qb:observation). An observation
about bednights occupied by German tourists in
Prague from a tourism dataset, for example, will
include dimensions such as market (Germany),
destination (Prague) and time interval (January
2010), and measures such as the number of bed-
nights. This corresponds to the structure of ob-
servations reported by statistics agencies and is
equally suited for any type of experiment that
tracks data over time (psychology, sociology,
physics, etc). Visualizing slices instead of entire
datasets in a specific context (together with texts
or data, for example) also increases the value of
the information presented to the user.

– Flexible mechanisms for selecting slices - Slices
are collections of observations, in which at least
one dimension remains fixed, approximating the
way humans tend to query datasets, for exam-
ple: Identify all data about Austria’s GDP be-
tween 2008 and 2014 (Austria represents the
fixed dimension) or Find all observations related
to bookings by German tourists in Prague be-
tween 2008 and 2014 (Germany and Prague are
fixed dimensions). In the second example, there
is no way of telling if the user is actually inter-
ested in data related to the German clients, or
to data related to people who visited Prague, or
both. Therefore the best way to present the results
is to take into account both dimensions and pro-
vide two separate views. Implementing switching
mechanisms for the fixed dimensions allows for
flexibility in the choice of slices to be visualized.

– Highlighting particular observations - The
"Highlight links" principle from Dadzie and
Rowe’s work[9] needs to be extended to take into
account the structure of the datasets. When using
multidimensional datasets ( e.g., tourists visiting
a particular destination) we also need to highlight
specific (best, worst) observations, not just the

links. To differentiate these top observations, they
could be aggregated by location and color-coded
by performance indicators, for example.

– Extract and share - One of the main princi-
ples behind LD is its accessibility in multiple
machine-readable formats. A quick way to do
this through visualizations is to export data slices
into various formats. Customizable image export
functions support the dissemination of new re-
search insights, for example, and reflect the last
principle we propose, that of extracting and shar-
ing visual knowledge.

The next section will introduce a tourism use case
for statistical LD. It will outline the analysis of user re-
quirements, show how to transform these requirements
into visualization scenarios, and discuss how to imple-
ment these scenarios using the presented principles.

5. Decision Support Scenarios in Tourism

The strength of LD technology is that it simplifies
combining information from various data sources by
making explicit links between those entities that are
the same (e.g., two cities) or explicitly stating the rela-
tion between similar things (e.g., stating that one sta-
tistical indicator is narrower than another). The ETIHQ
dataset [47] is linked to various data sources and as
such it allows integrating data from multiple statisti-
cal sources. Depending on the number of statistical
data sources combined (e.g., TourMIS, World Bank) as
well as the number of indicators visualised from these
sources (e.g., bednights, arrivals) a range of practical
decision support scenarios can be supported.

We have already seen that most of the current tools
do not allow to create scenarios for visualizing linked
models in a single screen, or to easily reuse scenar-
ios by changing their input data. However, answer-
ing complex questions often requires combining mul-
tiple data sources (e.g., World Bank, Eurostat, etc)
and multiple indicators from these sources (e.g., GDP,
Tourist arrivals, etc). This requires the ability to spec-
ify not only the possible combinations of dimensions
and measures within a visualisation, but also the gran-
ularity of the datasets (yearly, monthly), their prove-
nance, or the various statistical tests that are needed to
validate the statistical models.

Consider, for example the design of a tourism de-
cision support system that relies on several datasets:
a) ETIHQ - a new version of the TourMIS LD, a key
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source of tourism statistical indicators in Europe pub-
lished in terms of QB [46]; b) World Bank; c) Eu-
rostat. TourMIS data contains 3 types of dimensions:
destination (or city), market (countries where tourists
come from), and time. The main datasets contains in-
formation about arrivals, bednights, capacities, points
of interests or shopping indicators from the main Euro-
pean tourist destinations. Granularity is both monthly
and yearly. A design pattern that is in the same time a
powerful visual metaphor called multiple coordinated
views is used to display multiple visualizations and
synchronize them (as described in [49]).

5.1. Types of Visualization Scenario in Statistical
Linked Data

In order to describe our use cases better, we have de-
vised a theoretical framework (see Table 1) that takes
into account the provenance of the indicators, and sev-
eral possible scenario types (ST). These scenario types
allow us to tell different stories, and mix the visualiza-
tions according to the hypothesis we want to check, but
also with respect to data provenance.

The most common scenario type is Scenario 1 (one
indicator, one source - 1:1) allows us to inspect one
indicator from one data source, such as showing the
TourMIS bednight indicator over a period of time,
and is the simplest and most straightforward scenario
that corresponds to the current functionality offered by
TourMIS. Having a single indicator hardly restricts the
visualization design space, as arrivals from different
markets for the same destinations, can be shown via
a large number of visual metaphors (line charts, bar
charts, pie charts, arc diagrams, hive plots, etc). Differ-
ent selections of the same indicator can be displayed
on the same graph. By fixing destination, we can show
values for different markets JPN (Japan), UK, GER
(Germany) and answer simple questions (What are the
top markets for certain cities?). By fixing market, we
can show values for different destinations (UK arrivals
to Vienna vs Linz vs Graz) with the goal of comparing
destination performance. We can easily ask the same
questions at country-level instead of city-level, by us-
ing the aggregation operators.

Visualization Scenario 2 (two or more indicators,
same source - n:1) allow inspecting two (or more) in-
dicators from the same source - for example, by dis-
play bednights and arrivals from the same market to
a destination one could infer the percentage of the ar-
riving tourists which sleep at hotels at that destination.
Based on feedback from our tourism colleagues, this

scenario is however rarely used in practice. We are typ-
ically interested in this type of scenario when we want
to have a list of all indicators related to a certain topic
from a single source: for example, we want to know
which type of arrival indicators appear in TourMIS (ar-
rivals inside the city, arrivals at city borders, arrivals at
hotels, etc).

A type of scenario that can often send the wrong
message for the user, but which can be interesting for a
dataset publisher is Scenario 3 (one indicator, multi-
ple sources - 1:n). Inspecting values of the same indi-
cator (e.g., arrivals) from two (or more) data sources is
the general use case for this scenario, e.g., comparing
arrival indicator values from TourMIS and the World
Bank. When implementing such a scenario, it must be
ensured that the indicator in the two data sources is
measured in the same way, i.e., it has same (or compa-
rable) meaning and it has same (comparable) seman-
tics for its dimensions. While useful to verify the corre-
lation of data between data sources, this scenario could
lead to problematic cases by suggesting to users that
the indicator data from one source is incorrect. This
might not even be true, as in some cases it might be
that just the data collection methodology is different,
and at least when taking the LD version of the indica-
tor it would be difficult to spot such cases. Therefore,
our tourism colleagues advise against focusing on such
scenarios.

Probably the most interesting cases are covered by
Scenario 4 (multiple indicators, multiple sources
- n:n or m:n). Hypothesis for interdisciplinary re-
searchers are typically addressed by these types of sce-
narios. Questions can sound like this: How are the ar-
rivals from a certain market influenced by the GDP
growth in a market country? Do CO2 emissions in a
destination city have any effect on the arrivals to that
destination? Interesting correlations can be made at
this level, also by varying the settings of an indicator:
we can for example compare the performance of a city
with that of a country, or the performance of a certain
month versus the same year. Such crossdomain indi-
cator comparisons, are, according to our tourism col-
leagues, the really interesting cases, not covered (or
really difficult to cover) by traditional database-style
systems and where LD technologies could provide a
real benefit. When implementing such scenarios it is
important that the two indicators are linked based on
the value of one of their dimensions, that is the same or
compatible (e.g., if one has cities and the other country
data, city data from that country can be added up). Ad-
ditionally, indicator value ranges should be the same,
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Table 1

Overview and examples of decision support scenarios depending on
the number of combined data sources and indicators.

Sources / Indicators 1 indicator 2 (+) indicators

1 source Scenario 1 (1:1): Inspect one indicator from one
source

– e.g., how do the arrivals from UK and JP in Vienna
compare?

– e.g., where do more UK tourists arrive when com-
paring Vienna and Linz?

Scenario 2 (n:1): Inspect at least two indicators from
the same source

– e.g., which percentage of tourists arriving in Vienna
actually sleep there? (as a delta between arrivals
and bednights)

2 (+) sources Scenario 3 (1:n): Inspect one indicator from at least
two sources

– e.g., How do arrivals to Vienna compare as recorded
in TourMIS and World Bank?

– e.g., Is GDP for a specific country (Austria) the
same in Eurostat and World Bank?

Scenario 4 (n:n and n:m): Contrast at least two indi-
cators from at least two data sources

– e.g., How does the GDP of a market country
(e.g.,Japan) correlate with Arrivals/Bednights in
one (or more) cities (e.g., Vienna vs. Amsterdam)?

– e.g., How does tourism impact the environment of
the host country?

or compatible in the sense that higher granularity data
can be obtained from lower granularity data by addi-
tions (e.g., month vs. year, city vs. country).

6. The ETIHQ Tourism Dashboard

The visual dashboard18 (Figure 1) we created is to
the best of our knowledge the first visual semantic DSS
that uses multidomain knowledge in tourism. The cur-
rent dashboard combines information from TourMIS,
World Bank and EuroStat. Its design is based on the
scenarios we have already discussed in the previous
section. It currently allows decision makers to select
and concurrently visualise tourism, economic and sus-
tainability indicators, though the number of indicators
can be extended to any number of domains for which
we can find statistical LD. While TourMIS provides
European tourism indicators, we select economics and
sustainability indicators from the other two sources.
Data from TourMIS/ETIHQ rarely overlaps with Euro-
stat or World Bank data, therefore scenarios that com-
pare same indicator from multiple sources do not ap-
pear in this dashboard.

Our dashboard has two large components:

– An indexer package that represents the Linked
Data components and produces an ElasticSearch
index.

– A set of reusable visualization components that
are linked together to form a dashboard.

18http://etihq.weblyzard.com

.
After discussing the design of the scenarios that

were important for this dashboard, we will examine
how each component implements the workflow from
Section 4.1.

6.1. Requirements for Cross-domain Visualization
Scenarios

In the previous section we have described a series
of scenario types that are frequently met when creating
statistical LD visualizations. Cross-domain scenarios
(type 4 scenarios) were identified as being the most
common scenarios. This type of scenarios can easily
be displayed in multiple graphics. We present several
scenarios of this type, together with the visualizations
that our users were interested in.

A first scenario (2 sources, 3 indicators) explores
the links between finance and tourism. A portal that
queries the data from all the mentioned sources should
allow users to get answers to the following questions:
Is there a correlation between GDP fluctuation in Japan
and arrival of tourists in Vienna? Do GDP fluctuations
impact differently different cities? (e.g., if GDP de-
creases, do Japanese choose to visit Barcelona more
and Vienna less?) A number of visual aids can sup-
port this analysis: line chart displays GDP growth for
Japan, Arrivals in Vienna, Arrivals in Barcelona (data
must be consistent from the point of view of granu-
larity - e.g., do not mix yearly and monthly data); geo
map presents arrivals of JPN tourists to all cities; a ta-
ble shows all EU cities and the value of JP arrivals for
the selected period and allows us to sort through each
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column; selecting a city on the map or in the table will
add that city to the line chart.

A second scenario studies the links between environ-
mental sustainability and tourism. How does tourism
impact the environment of the host country? Is there a
correlation between the number of bednights in a coun-
try and the sustainability indicators (e.g. CO2 emis-
sions)? If we can see the volume of any sustainability
indicator in combination with the arrivals and/or bed-
nights then we can see the impact of tourism on the
environment (especially when the user chooses a pe-
riod of time, eg. between 2000-2014 then it will be
more visible if the negative effects such as CO2 emis-
sion is also increasing with the number of bednights
and/or arrivals). We conclude that tourism has (or not)
an impact on the environment of the country. Visual
aids for supporting this analysis: line chart that dis-
plays arrivals and/or bednights in Austria and CO2

emission rates in Austria; geo map - shows arrivals of
UK tourists to all cities; table shows all EU countries
and the CO2 emission rates for all countries for the se-
lected period; a barchart shows a CO2 emissions indi-
cator with different colors in order to warn us if they
reached critical levels or not.

A third scenario explores unemployment rate and
tourist arrivals. Does the unemployment rate in a
source country impact the number of tourist arrivals
coming from that source market to a target destina-
tion? Is there a reverse correlation between unem-
ployment rate in United Kingdom and arrival of UK
tourists in Paris? We would expect less people trav-
eling from UK when unemployment increases. When
the unemployment rate in United Kingdom increases,
does the travel behaviour of tourists changes signifi-
cantly because tourists choose less expensive destina-
tions (Ljubljana instead of Prague)? In addition to pre-
senting the results through a similar interface to the
ones described for ST4.1 and ST4.2, we could add
flickering concentric circles on top of the geo map that
would signify hot destinations in times of crisis.

From this analysis we conclude that decision sce-
narios of type 4 (see Section 5.1) are (1) useful to
support complex decision making processes, but are
(2) currently difficult to achieve with state of the art
database-style technologies (see Section 3.1) due to the
high data integration effort that they require. There-
fore, these scenarios will provide not only practical
value for tourism managers, but will also allow bene-
fiting from the strengths of LD and semantic technolo-
gies in the area of data integration based on semantic
links.

6.2. The Linked Data Layers

In order to implement such scenarios one needs ac-
cess to a lot of indicators from various data publishers.
The tourism data we have used represents the dumps
of a new version of TourMISLOD [46] called ETIHQ,
which contain tourism data about arrivals, capacities,
bednights, points of interest and shopping items in QB
format. For Eurostat and World Bank data we have
used dumps of economics and sustainability indicators
published in the 270 Linked Dataspaces repositories19

by Capadisli. Some details about the publishing pro-
cess can be found in [4,5].

We have used several approaches for collecting the
data for visualization. One approach was to use Feder-
ated SPARQL, but quite often it resulted in queryTime-
outs. Another approach was to write SPARQL queries
or bash scripts (a combination of cat and grep com-
mands can give us all the URIs that respect a certain
pattern, for example) and run them against the dumps
collected from the three services. What we ended up
using in practice was indexing the data using a search
server (ElasticSearch) and create a Search API that
gets the data from all the sources. The indexing service
we created provides all the functionality for the three
LD layers we envisioned.

Since the URIs from Eurostat and World Bank pub-
lished in the 270 Linked Spaces are well-designed, the
discovery and selection of indicators is not a compli-
cated process as all that is needed is to have a vague
idea about the name of the indicator you need (there-
fore to have a part of the name). If you already know
the indicator name and URI, then you can directly pro-
vide the URI for the new datasets. In the first phase,
the indexer will harvest all triples from that location
that match your criteria (for example, only the data for
indicators that correspond to real geographic entities,
and no entities that were invented for statistics (like
Germany+France or EU-Germany); or only data for
the last 10 years).

A simple process of harvesting the triples that match
certain criteria would not offer us enough information
for a visualization. Some additional tasks that might
need to be performed are usually those related to on-
tology alignment. One such example of alignment is
the geospatial alignment done by our indexer: Geon-
ames URIs are used instead of the names of the actual
locations, as the real names of the location might suf-

19http://270a.info/
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Fig. 1. The ETIHQ Dashboard. Bednights occupied by German tourists in various European destinations (Budapest, Dublin, Venice) plotted
against the GDP growth of Germany.

fer from various issues like spelling mistakes, wrong
encoding or even different name variants. Another ex-
ample is the alignment of various units of measure-
ments which was done using the DSDs (where they
were available, else we took no units of measurements
into consideration). We have not performed any align-
ment based on granularity of the temporal data (month,
quarter, years), but instead used a convention: each ob-
servation corresponds to a data point in a graphic. The
granularity information is added to each observation,
and it can be used whenever it is needed (for complex
aggregations at query time, for example).

When indexing the data, we have kept all the in-
formation (including the links) from the actual RDF
dumps so that any observation or slice can be recre-
ated if needed. The added information like granularity
or geonames URI is only used for visualization pur-
poses. It can be said that an indexer, in addition to the
processing for the LD layers, also provides half of the
functionality typically found on a transformation layer.

The functionality for all these layers (selection of in-
dicators, ontology alignment) is included into a Python

package. Somewhat similar components implemented
as ElasticSearch river plugins20 do not perform align-
ment, are focused on harvesting RDF as opposed to
only RDF Data Cubes and have SPARQL queryTime-
outs issues. We are considering releasing the code for
the indexer package under an open source license, or
opening the actual index for external users under dif-
ferent open and commercial licenses.

6.3. Cross-domain Visualization Layers

All the visualization layers are grouped in the actual
dashboard product. The visualizations were designed
taking into account the requirements presented in the
previous sections (see Section 5 and Section 6.1).

The transformation layer contains the various queries
and aggregations needed to feed the data into particular
visualizations. There was no need for a data wrangling
component as the data from the ElasticSearch index

20https://github.com/eea/eea.elasticsearch.river.rdf or
https://github.com/jprante/elasticsearch-river-oai/
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was already in the format needed by visualizations. As
mentioned in the previous section, our indexer already
performed half of the tasks usually found in this layer.

The reusable visualizations were written in JavaScript
with jQuery and d3.js, following the conventions of the
d3 reusable chart pattern 21. All the visualizations are
presented in a single-screen interface and are synced
using the multiple coordinated views design pattern.
For the rest of this section, we will discuss about the
visualization and interaction layers. These two layers
often mix, and we consider this situation normal, as
often some types of interaction are easier to implement
directly in a specific visualization, as opposed to exer-
nal modules. It also helps us to present the workflow
that we need to follow when constructing particular
visualizations with our dashboard.

The current dashboard is targeted towards managers
of DMO. This can be inferred directly from the sce-
narios we have considered in the previous section. A
manager that wants to understand the influence of the
financial crisis on the traveling behavior of German
tourists, needs only to add some indicators to a chart,
namely the variables he is interested in.

The manager can start with adding an indicator
from TourMIS that shows the data slice representing
the number of beds reserved by German tourists in Bu-
dapest. The definition of an indicator in the visual in-
terface is a slice of data that covers the selected dates,
and in which the market and the destination are fixed.
Pushing the wheel button in the General pane (Fig-
ure 1) will uncover a menu where we will select Add
topic. A topic corresponds to an indicator, that is a slice
of the data in the respective interval (the time interval
of interest must be selected in the upper-part of the in-
terface) with market (source) and destination (target)
as fixed dimensions. From the same menu we can sort
the data from a chart alphabetically or by frequency.

It is recommended to create a meaningful naming
convention for the topics / indicators, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, because the display space for menus will al-
ways be limited. Generally, we recommend that the
names consist of the data source of the indicator (TO
stands for TourMIS, ES for Eurostat and WB for World
Bank), the name of the indicator (i.e., Bednights) and
the dimension values that are chosen (in our exam-
ple, these would be DE for Germany and Bud for Bu-
dapest). So, for this example indicator we provide the
TO Bednights DE Pra name.

21http://bost.ocks.org/mike/chart/

Once named, a new indicator (or topic) is added on
the right-hand panel of the portal, under the General
heading. We then proceed to defining the topic. For
this, hover over the new topic and press the wheel but-
ton that appears to its right. This action will replace
the chart view in the top-middle pane of the interface
with a dialog field that allows defining the topic, as
shown in Figure 2. It enables selecting the data source
(currently, World Bank, Eurostat, TourMIS), indicators
(the indicators from the menu), markets and destina-
tions (both can be cities or countries). A description
of the selected indicator appears near the Save button.
Once the relevant selections have been made, choose
Save. This will close the dialog box.

For selecting the time interval, one needs to push the
calendar button from the upper menu. This will open
two date pickers that allow us to select the start and
end dates we are interested in.

The General pane, the Advanced Search dialog, and
the date selection mechanisms, allow the users to cre-
ate most of the operations that sit on the data and view
specification layers suggested by Heer and Shneider-
man [22]. The General pane allows us to filter the
indicators and sort them (through the wheel button’s
menu), and triggers the visualizations. By looking at
the charts we can also derive new knowledge, this be-
ing the main purpose of designing a visual DSS.

As soon as the Advanced Search dialog box is
closed, the data related to this topic is retrieved and vi-
sualized in the charts view (entitled Indicators). The
first time a topic’s data is visualized, the correspond-
ing trend line is a dashed line. The current search can
also be observed in the Current Search box, under the
General menu.

The newly added topic also triggers various changes
in the rest of the interface. The data displayed in the
tables (middle pane) changes. This pane will create
as many sub-panes as the number of dimensions for
the visualized indicators. For our example, the Tour-
MIS Bednights indicator has two dimensions, namely
source and target, so two panes will be created cor-
responding to these dimensions (see the table in Fig-
ure 1). The Targets table, keeps the source value fixed
(Germany, in our case) and varies the values for the
Target cities, thus displaying the number of German
tourists going to all European destinations. The table
can be sorted based on the value field, thus allowing to
quickly identify the most/least popular destination for
Germans - it appears for example that Venice is a very
popular destination for German tourists. Similarly, the
Source table keeps the target fixed to Budapest, for
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Fig. 2. Adding a topic: a) wheel menu; b) Advanced Search dialog for creating slices.

example, but varies the source markets, thus allowing
detecting those tourist groups that go to Budapest the
most/the least. World Bank and Eurostat indicators are
from the economic and sustainability area, and there-
fore have a single dimension, that of the country/city
of interest. In this case (as shown in the left side of Fig-
ure 3) a single table, called Targets, is created. The Tar-
gets table only contains data about the main markets
for the indicator of interest.

A click on the pane name will trigger a change in
the Geo Map (right pane of the interface), which dis-
plays the tabular data visually. The data for a particu-
lar market is summed up (from months to yearly data),
and a visual representation of the connection between
markets and destinations in the form of arrows is cre-
ated (bigger arrows mean more tourists in the selected
interval). The map from Figure 1, shows various desti-
nations that were top choices for German tourists. For
the Eurostat data (Air Transport indicator), the right
side of Figure 3 (choropleth map), displays the mar-
kets using color coding (darker shades correspond to
higher values), and the tooltips contain totals and aver-
ages of the selected indicator for the currently hovered
country.

Since from the previous analysis Budapest does not
necessarily stands out as a popular tourist destination
for Germans (which is normal given the fact that it
is not compared with anything), a new topic can be
added that contains Bednights of German tourists to
Budapest. This new topic can be added through the
topic definition interface as explained before.

The previous steps allow exploring the behavior of
German tourists in terms of their visitor volume to Bu-
dapest and also to other European cities. To understand
whether this behaviour correlates with the economic
situation in Germany, we can continue by selecting an
economic indicator as a new topic. A good economic
indicator is GDP Growth from World Bank (displayed
as a brown line in the Figure 1). It might look like
GDP growth starts from 0, in this picture, but in fact

it has a negative value at the beginning of the inter-
val, which is to be expected in times of crisis. Fig-
ure 1 super-imposes German GDP (from World Bank)
as well as Bednights occupied by German tourists in
Dublin, Venice and Budapest, as these indicators have
been selected for visualization in the General pane (the
color on the right side of a topic corresponds to the
graph color on the chart - e.g., light blue for German
Bednights to Budapest).

The resulting chart shows that there is a certain sea-
sonality of the German visits in Budapest. The peak for
each year is October (Are Germans escaping from Ok-
toberfest?). By inspecting German arrivals to several
locations like Prague, Dublin, Venice and Budapest,
it appears that German tourists seem to be influenced
more by the seasonality of the business year (more
visits during summer) than the crisis, as the patterns
seem consistent from the end of 2008 to the end of
2014 and unaffected therefore by the slight GDP drop
from 2009. Adding more destinations (Copenhagen,
Dubrovnik, Venice) confirms our hypothesis of Ger-
man tourist behavior being influenced by seasonality
as opposed to GDP fluctuation.

These interconnected tables and charts correspond
to Heer and Shneiderman’s view manipulation logic
[22]. We can select items from the tables and trigger
new search with them as parameters, or we can select
various observations from the line chart and display
additional information in tooltips. The geomap allows
people to see summaries about the various destinations
visited by tourists from a certain country. Users can or-
ganize their workspace as they please, and are able to
coordinate the views to explore the data in a meaning-
ful way. Since everything happens on a single screen,
navigation is reduced to several clicks in the various
views.

Pushing the Export button, opens a side menu that
allows us to select from two groups of options: Chart
Data (XLS or CSV formats) and Diagrams (Line
Chart, Geographic Map). They allow the DMO man-
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Fig. 3. Tabular and Geo-Map views of Eurostat data.

agers to share their work, create guides for their users
or clients. The commercial implementation also allows
to record and analyze the Search History (instead of
the Current Search available in this version). These op-
tions represent our version of Heer and Shneiderman’s
[22] process and provenance functionality, and are one
of our most popular features.

6.4. Reuse or Adapt

Current and future work is concerned with the last
part of our workflow: reuse and adapt. Since all the
components of our visualizations are reusable they can
easily be added to any of our portals. The dashboard it-
self is a reusable component and can also be integrated
into other products from the webLyzard ecosystem. In
terms of scalability, it must be noted that each statisti-
cal LD dataset contains between several hundred thou-
sands and 2 million observations, and that our solution
supports an unlimited number of datasets.

These being said, we plan to focus our future work
in three directions: a) incremental changes to the cur-
rent tourism dashboard; b) integration with other por-
tals and tools from the webLyzard ecosystem or from
other ecosystems; c) improvements for on-the-fly data
composition and visualization.

In the incremental changes category, we can include
some features that are already planned for future re-
leases. While people exposed to the prototype (espe-
cially managers from Tourism) have not requested it,
we feel that it would be best to add several more data
export formats (various RDF serializations, for exam-
ple) and turn this dahboard into an even more complex
multiple coordinated views based LDP hybrid (the first

steps in this direction have already been done, as it
can be seen in this article). Another small step is the
integration of various LD sources. A good fit for the
tourism portal would be the integration of smart cities
data championed by Guimerans [18] and Celino [7],
and the reuse of local governamental data proposed by
De Vocht [51].

With respect to the integration with other portals
and tools from the webLyzard ecosystem, we plan to
permeate these statistical visualizations through sev-
eral portals. In the Media Watch on Climate Change
we plan to include these visualizations with a focus
on climate change data. Since our portals also include
news media, we will also be able to perform large scale
news fact-checking, taking Tarasova’s ideas [6] one
step further. If there is interest in this area, we might in-
tegrate such multiple coordinate views LDP platforms
with tools from other vendors.

On-the-fly data composition and visualization is
now slowly turning into a hot topic. The idea to cre-
ate new indicators by aggregating or simply adding the
values from other indexes is presented in Gayo’s work
[16]. This opens the gate towards more complex an-
alytical models with powerful prediction capabilities
and will be explored in further publications.

7. Summary and conclusions

Decision-making processes can benefit a lot if they
are supported by visual aids. A source of data for cre-
ating graphics for decision-making is statistical LD, as
this type of data help us gain a macro perspective for
many problems we face: collecting local governamen-
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tal data, financial or health data, or even tourism data.
Facilitated by the adoption of LD technologies, appli-
cations that seamlessly integrate and visualize statisti-
cal LD from multiple sources have just started to ap-
pear. The large scale integration of statistical LD tech-
nologies at semantic and syntactic level is still in its
infancy, but better methods to align, link and visually
explore datasets are needed.

In this paper we described advances to the state
of the art in terms of (1) workflow and design prin-
ciples for statistical LD visualizations from multiple
sources; (2) visualization use cases for cross-domain
statistical data; and (3) creating a visual DSS that
implements the workflow, design principles, and the
scenarios discussed in order to support cross-domain
decision-making in tourism. Our solution integrates
data analysis and visualization, but also comes of as
a hybrid between multiple view coordinated solutions
and LDP, and it can be easily reused or adapted.
While it is not open-source, we are considering open-
sourcing parts of it (the selection, discovery and align-
ment of indicators, for example).

We like to think that the innovation currently hap-
pening in the statistical LD space is just the beginning,
and that in few years, these improvements will lead to
complex decision-making processes and tools. In fact
such data sources and the tools that visualize them,
represent the best long-term investment we can make
if we want to understand systemic issues that plague
our society, as it is currently hard to argue against "the
unreasonable effectiveness of data" [20]. A decision-
making tool is only as good as its data, and as we have
seen there are real insights to be gained.

Of course, while we have not focused on it in this
article, the validity of the data is important. We have
used data produced by us and a third part we were able
to trust, but if large scale LD analytics solutions will
succeed in the next few years, people need to be able
to trust the results they see on their screen. The very
open nature of LD can be the main issue here, as we
feel there should be an independent international or-
ganisation that certifies data publishers not only with
respect to the quality of the published data, but also
with respect to following security standards.

The workflow and principles we presented can also
be applied to other types of data: scientific data (which
is of course statistical in nature, though not always
published with QB standards), personal data (a CV or
a FOAF profile could highlight important slices from
a person’s life), or historical data (the trends of vari-
ous historical periods could be grouped together and

the dominant ones highlighted). At this stage, perhaps
each community must develop its own principles and
a later comittee or survey will merge all of these into a
set of principles for visualizing any kind of LD.
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